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Current Hijri Year is _________?
1443 AH
1444 AH
1445 AH
1446 AH
Show Answer…
Correct Answer: 1446 AH

What is the Current 2024 Islamic
Hijri Year?
A. 1443 AH
B. 1444 AH
C. 1445 AH
D. 1446 AH

The Current Islamic Year is 1446 AH

The Islamic calendar, also known as the Hijri calendar, holds great importance in
the lives of Muslims worldwide. As we delve into the significance of the current
Hijri year, let’s uncover the essence of 1446 AH and understand the
commencement of this sacred timeline.

The Current Islamic Year: 1446 AH
The present Islamic year, 1446 AH, stands as a testament to the rich cultural and
spiritual heritage of the Muslim community. This numerical representation, which
follows the Hijri calendar, holds a vital place in the lives of millions.
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The Hijri New Year’s Significance:
Revered as the Hijri New Year, the Islamic New Year marks the inception of a
fresh Hijri year and signifies the moment when the year count advances. This
occasion, often referred to as the Arabic New Year, is steeped in historical and
religious significance.

Commencement and Observance:
Muslims around the world commemorate the first day of the Islamic year with
deep reverence. This day is observed on the initial day of the month of
Muharram, a time of reflection, renewal, and spiritual growth. In the case of the
current Hijri year, 1446 AH, it began on Thursday, July 7, 2024.

Conclusion:
The current Islamic Hijri year, 1446 AH, embodies the spiritual journey and
cultural heritage of the Muslim community. With its commencement on a notable
date, this year’s significance reverberates through the hearts and minds of
millions, serving as a symbol of unity, renewal, and faith.
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Someone’s mom has 4 sons i.e north, west, south. what is the name of
the fourth son?
 
Hajj means to intend and it was made obligatory in which hijri?
 

He is good ______ English.
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Islamic Studies Mcqs |Islamiat MCQs| Islamyat
MCQs for preparation

You will find all recent and important Islamic Studies Mcqs by CSSMCQs. These
Islamiat Mcqs are based on the history of Islam, basic Islamic knowledge and
beliefs of Islam, the life of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) MCQs and his
companions (R.A), Quran & Sunnah related MCQs of Islamiat, Islamic world and
practices of Islam MCQs. The most important and repeated MCQs of the recent
tests of Islamic Studies MCQs are being added here. There are a huge number of
Multiple Choice Questions over the study of Seerah of Prophet Mohammad
(PBAH) as a Role Model for individuals, Diplomats, Educators, Military strategists
and Peace Makers.

Besides, Islamic Code of Life MCQs and other Islamiyat MCQs will be shared here
on a daily basis. In short, all the past paper MCQs of CSS Islamiat will also be
provided here with CSS paper reference and CSS Islamiyat MCQs papers section
A.

Moreover, You can also Submit Islamiat MCQs. If you are willing to take
Online Islamic studies Quiz, Click HERE.
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